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A B S T R A C T
The aim of this paper is to optimize femtocell performance by managing interference between femtocell
devices and between a femtocell and a macrocell. It achieves this using a three-phase approach that involves
deployment of femtocells and control of resulting connections through consideration and management of path
loss, transmission power, signal strength and coverage area. Simulation experiments of the proposed three-phase
approach at a local college that experiences a poor service from the macrocell predict significant improvements
in femtocell performance in terms of managing both types of interference: co-tier and cross-tier, number of users
who experience good service, coverage, and mitigating outage probability. The overall and individual complexity
of each phase has also been considered. Our approach has been compared with some existing techniques chosen
from the literature that has been reviewed and its predicted performance is significantly improved in comparison
to these.
1. Introduction
Despite outperforming macrocells in indoor coverage, femtocell
technology experiences significant levels of interference with other
femtocells or a macrocell [1,2]. There are three broad types of schemes
that are used to manage interference: Interference Cancellation, Interfer-
ence Avoidance and Distributed Interference Management. Interference
cancelation schemes focus on reducing interference at the receiver
end and require knowledge of the interfering signal characteristics
and antenna arrays at the receiver system to cancel any interference.
These techniques are insufficient for user equipment but are suitable
for implementation in base stations such as a macrocell Base Station
(MBS) and Femtocell Access Point (FAP) and they produce good results
when used for uplink interference management. Interference Avoidance
schemes focus on adding intelligence to femtocell devices. Because of
the ad hoc nature of femtocell deployment, it is difficult to manage
femtocells from a centralized controller, therefore, intelligence is built
into the FAP to enable it to self-organize and cope with interference.
Providing the necessary knowledge to femtocells can be done through
the backhaul network, but this would be one reason for causing conges-
tion on it. Moreover, operators cannot provide information to femtocells
through the backhaul, if their number is large. Distributed interfer-
ence management enables femtocells to exchange information about
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their environment in order to manage interference. According to [3],
femtocell deployment assumes a trade-off between spectrum availabil-
ity and interference. Whereas in dedicated channels the spectrum is
divided, in co-channels the spectrum is available to all users which may
lead to higher cross-tier interference. A high transmission power causes
interference to neighbouring FAPs and mobile base stations whereas a
low transmission power limits the FAP coverage and in turn the service
quality [4]. An adaptive transmission power is preferred over a fixed
transmission power because in adaptive mode the transmission power
can be altered by the FAP when necessary to avoid interference whereas
it cannot in a fixed mode [5]. In [6] a path weight algorithm is suggested
that estimates the available bandwidth. The algorithm aims at helping
clients send packets through a best path which in return improves
path throughput. In [7] a protocol entitled ‘‘Enhanced Receiver-Centric
Interference’’ is deployed alongside an algorithm entitled ‘‘Nearest
Component Connector’’ that yields a topology not affected by varying
the number of nodes. In this research we consider the limitations of each
of the three types of interference management schemes and propose
a new technique that is a combination of three methods deployed as
three phases. Firstly, a method which we call the deployment plan
that identifies the best locations for deploying FAPs both indoors and
outdoors. Secondly, a method which we call Find Best Node (FBN)
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that finds the Best FAP (the Node) for each Femtocell User Equipment
(FUE) among several candidate FAPs. FBN is executed by a Femtocell
Management System (FMS) by considering several factors namely
Received Signal Code Power (RSCP), multipath Path Loss (PL) and
distance. Thirdly, a method which we call Best Node Keep Connected
(BNKC) that enables a BN to maintain its level of service to its FUEs and
thus reduce the probability of outage. BNKC is also executed by an FMS
by managing the same parameters considered in FBN. The rest of this
paper organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3
presents our research motivation, sourced from the review of related
work. Section 4 discusses our three-phase approach for interference
management. Section 5 presents a controlled experiment in interference
management with our three-phase approach at a local college that
experiences poor signal from the macrocell, followed by complexity
analysis. Section 6 compares our approach to some existing techniques
reported in the literature reviewed. Section 7 concludes.
2. Related works
Striking a balance between femtocell performance and interference
has been widely researched. Some research practical solutions and
as such they focus on managing interference issues, e.g. applying
Supervised Mobile Assisted Range Tuning (SMART). SMART uses real
measurements for transmission power calibration and it copes with
all channel deployment scenarios and all femtocell access modes. This
technique assumes technician assistance. Mobile feedback such as radio
frequency, coverage range, and interference with other cells may be
used to draft alternative deployments. SMART is suitable both as
centralized and distributed [8] and may offer sufficient indoor femtocell.
In [9] two algorithmic solutions to interference are suggested, namely,
Finding Trouble Node (FTN) and Trouble Node Power Back-off (TAPB).
These two methods identify the node that causes interference and then
apply power control to decrease the interference. The results show that
the approach of the proposed two methods is effective in enhancing
the throughput of femtocell networks. In order to manage cross-tier
interference, power control methods decrease the transmission power
of a Home evolved Node B (HeNB). With these methods, the Macrocell
evolved Node B (MeNB) and HeNB use all the bandwidth for interference
management. Dynamic or adjustable power control can be performed
either in Open Loop Power Setting (OLPS) or Closed-Loop Power Setting
(CLPS) modes. An HeNB adjusts its transmission power proactively in
the OLPS mode and reactively in the CLPS mode in coordination with
MeNB. In a hybrid mode, HeNB alternates between the two. In [10]
a distributed channel-aware power control scheme aims at creating
spectrum reuse opportunities and coping with inter-femtocell downlink
interference in OFDMA femtocell networks. Power control is presented
as a Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem (GNEP) and Variation
Inequality (VI) theory is employed to address it. Numerical simulations
show that there is significant capacity gain within a few iteration times.
The proposed mechanism works by utilizing and merging potential
spectrum reuse through downlink power control. In [11] a two-way
pricing approach is applied into a Stackelberg game to prevent co-tier
interference by controlling the uplink transmission. All Femtocell Base
Stations (FBS) operate under the co-channel mode and use the same
frequency band and operate in the Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) access
mode. The leader FBS protects itself by pricing co-tier interference
from follower FUEs to a maximum tolerable interference. In contrast,
follower FUEs control transmission power based on the leader’s pricing
strategy. Simulation results show that leader and followers may achieve
maximum utility on a Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE). In [12] a Mobile
User Equipment (MUE) enhanced power control scheme measures the
received power from its serving MBS and forwards the information to
all surrounding FAPs. Path loss to each FAP is measured using Cognitive
Radio (CR) to optimize power levels and prevent interference with the
MUE. In [13] a centralised power control approach is proposed that uses
cognitive radio sensing and power control and switches between access
modes in order to identify white spaces or slots with low interference
and self-configure. An SINR threshold is determined for each slot and
a power control algorithm manages the transmission power to provide
the required coverage. In [14] a centralised power control scheme uses
Q-learning to allocate optimal power in order to manage cross-tier in-
terference in the downlink. A FAP uses distributed learning to sense the
radio environment, observe its state and obtain either a reward, i.e. low
interference and high MUE capacity, or a penalty, i.e. high interference
and low MUE capacity. Sensing over several rounds helps with evolving
an optimal power allocation policy to manage interference and maintain
MUE capacity. One drawback is a delay caused by the accumulated
signalling overhead. In [15] a centralised power control scheme uses
three phases, channel sensing, training and data transmission. During
channel sensing, a FAP senses the radio environment to find an unoccu-
pied spectrum, during channel training signals between the FAP and an
FUE aimed at minimising the effect of path loss. [16] and [17] attempt
to reduce path loss through estimation of the distances between nodes
using real time RSSI. This approach minimises distance error and helps
identify optimal locations for each node. In [18], two algorithms are
applied: one to set transmission power and the other to adjust it. In [19],
a Mobile Assisted Range Tuning (MART) technique exhibits superiority
over the Network Listen Module alone technique due to its ability to
maximise coverage. [20] and [21] prove that optimum coverage can
be obtained by deploying small cells in appropriate locations based on
a Poisson Point Process (PPP). This research suggests that FAPs should
be installed close to each other in a macrocell coverage area and be
considered as a second cluster. The research in [22] provides a solution
to the issue of coverage by optimising the multi-femtocell deployment
using genetics. The results show that it is possible to optimise multi-
femtocell deployment without prior knowledge of the required number
of FAPs. In [23] the authors consider modern buildings in their research
as they practice severe penetration loss. Most deployment plans are
not sufficient to solve this as outdoors deployments do not guarantee
that the service provided to FUEs located inside buildings is sufficient.
The research proves that indoor FAP deployment outperforms outdoors
although it suffers high penetration loss. Their research suggest that
deploying FAPs indoors in a co-channel approach achieves the best
results. [24] considers femtocell deployment places, cell selection, and
power control for optimisation. Their proposed solution increases user
capacity after predicting the number of required femtocell devices
within the macrocell coverage area. An algorithm, named ‘‘anytime
algorithm’’ uses a coalition structure generation to provide the best
deployment solution at specific times. Branch and Bound is used in [22]
and [23] to optimise algorithms, as in [25] but with additional con-
sideration of access mode and dedicated channel deployment. It is
suggested that FAPs are deployed through a constant but dynamic
frequency allocation plan that is suitable for a distributed 4 G femtocell
network in order address the signalling overhead. In [26] the authors
consider commercial buildings for FAP deployment and formulate a
mathematical model as a Mixed Integer Convex Program (MICP) which
is then applied using branch and bound. Their aim is to address mobile
handset battery life and FAP deployment. Their results show that their
technique provides an optimal solution to both issues. They predict
accurately the best places to deploy FAPs inside a building. In [27]
the research considers a three dimensional deployment for FAPs based
on a propagation model prediction to resolve the two dimensional
FAP deployment superiority with regards to both types of interference
especially in an urban environment. In [28] a technique is applied
in an LTE system where the path loss is shared among neighbouring
FAPs. Not only path loss information is modified among FAPs but also
information that belongs to the usage of LTE Component Carriers (CC).
The information that relates to the CC is obtained using distributed
carrier aggregation. FAPs exchange information using either an HeNB
Femtocell Gateway (HeNB GW) or an Over-The-Air (OTA) method. The
HeNB GW manages co-ordination information exchanges between FAPs
and serves as intermediate node between FAPs and the mobile core
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Table 1
Interference Management Techniques Advantages and Shortcomings.
Techniques Spectrum access Advantages Shortcomings
Power control Un-licensed [12], Licensed
[9–11,42–44]
Manages cross-tier, Increases throughput, Prevents
leaking to outdoors, Improves capacity
Decreases coverage area, Poor SNR farthest to base
station, Signalling overhead causes battery drain
Spectrum arrangement Un-licensed [45–54] Licensed
[20,21,34–36,40,55–62]
Addresses dead zone, Maximises Spectral efficiency,
Improves capacity, Manages cross-tier interference
Introduces security concern, Prioritises MUE over
FUEs, Complexity rises with number of FAPs




Licensed [32,68–77] Manages both types, Maximises network throughput Difficult to implement in small areas
Cognitive Licensed [28] Manages ‘‘intelligently’’ co-tier Manages ‘‘inefficiently’’ cross-tier
Power calibration Licensed [8,18,78–81] Good coverage, Reduces leakage to outdoors,
Manages in large areas, Increases capacity
Manages ‘‘inefficiently’’ in small areas
Joint schemes Un-licensed, Licensed
[33,37–39,41,82–84]
Combines individual advantages Introduces additional complexity, Raises signalling
overhead
network. The OTA connects FAPs and MBS by a direct link. The research
presumes that each FAP can estimate co-tier interference based on path
loss and that availability of CCs is accurately predicted. Each FAP can
utilise a CC that is available for use: a CC that is not in use by other
FAPs, a CC that is occupied by the furthest neighbour or a CC that is
occupied by the least number of neighbours. The results illustrate that
co-tier interference is minimised significantly. Table 1 collates much
of the effort, including methods, perceived advantages and resulting
issues. It lists six techniques alongside their spectrum accessibility since
researchers report utilising both the licensed and unlicensed spectrum to
exploit optimum solutions for interference. Some consider joint schemes
to utilise collectively the advantages on offer from individual schemes.
Some research utilises both the licensed and unlicensed spectrum for
power control and spectrum arrangement. In [29] the authors present a
simple way to predict the required number of FAPs and optimum place
to locate them. They suggest that FAPs are located with consideration
of macrocell interference and the level of SINR for each FAP. One of
their aims is to predict the minimum number of FAPs for achieving
coverage of their target building. They suggest that the distance between
FAPs should be between a minimum value that is the root of three
multiplied by half the FAP’s coverage, and a maximum value that
is equal to the FAP coverage distance where SINR is assured to be
at the minimum level for all users. In [30] femtocell placement and
power techniques are combined to enhance the power consumption
and assure interference avoidance. The authors suggest that any area
is divided into sub-regions equally, and then femtocells are placed
appropriately at specific areas based on SNR values from the macrocell.
Mixed integer programming is applied to ascertain optimum places for
deployment and to minimise the required number of FAPs to prevent
co-tier interference. Following that, the uplink transmission power is
minimised using linear programming. The simulation results show that
femtocells are deployed where the downlink and uplink interference is
low. Moreover, energy consumption is enhanced. [31] propose a new
method based on experimental measurements to provide users with
optimum locations to receive high Quality of Service (QoS). This method
is not only providing the best location to users but also predicting
the movement path. Their suggested method, user-placement ushering
mechanism, with which users are guided to their best places according
to the accuracy of packet success rate PSR. Their method is presented in
two phases. Firstly, during an offline phase indoor geographical QoS is
mapped either based on experimental measurements or an interference
model that is used to convert the SINRs at the physical layer into
the PSRs at the MAC layer. QoS could be mapped geographically by
measuring the area and exploiting both network topology and path
loss model. Secondly, during an online phase the mapped PSR is used
to predict the closest optimum location to offer high QoS for such a
user. A femtocell can serve its user with the best close location after
receiving the current location for its users through indoor position
techniques. Femtocell is informed by the QoS requirements so a new
place is suggested if the PSR is less than the required level. Femtocells
provide their users with suggested places via the downlink control
channel. One shortcoming with this method is an error in the accuracy
while predicting the QoS requirements. In [32] researchers propose a
technique based on group reuse spectrum auction mechanism for FFR
(GRSAF). A group buying is applied to utilise the auction process and
share the spectrum optimally. Their technique suggests that each buyer
group who use the same spectrum is considered as a virtual group
who joins the competition of spectrum auction. The auction strategy
is presented in four steps. Firstly, secondary users always try to increase
their benefits. Secondly, buyers will pay no less than their true bids.
Thirdly, there should be a balance between the amount paid and reward
received for buyers, i.e. buyers should receive the value they deserve.
Finally, the efficiency is presented as the difference between what is paid
and received between sellers and buyers. The high efficiency is provided
to the buyers who pay more in comparison to others. Results show that
spectrum is utilised optimally and the sum utility is enhanced. Moreover,
the co-channel interference is addressed. In [33], it is suggested that
interference among femtocell devices could be mitigated by dividing
the spectrum among them. The proposed technique combines indoor
deployment and cluster-based resource allocation and it takes into
account three factors: identifying the optimal location at which to
install the FAPs which form the cluster, selecting the cluster head
based on a number of neighbour FAPs, and the number of the users
to assign the required portion of the available spectrum. The results
show that both coverage and capacity are maximised and both outage
probability and co-tier interference are totally mitigated. Resource
allocation has recently been considered for addressing interference
in [34–37] using either game theory or optimisation techniques. In [38]
a new technique is presented which considers hybrid access mode for
users, reduces interference and maximises system performance. This
technique relies on channel allocation and power control. It utilises
game theory to address priority-based access which requires distinction
between primary and secondary users. It assumes that each FAP is
connected to the users at specific transmission power value subject
to user priorities. In hybrid access mode, users subscribing to FAPs
services have the choice of connecting either to the FAPs or the nearby
macrocell, whereas non-subscribers can only connect to the macrocell.
However, the authors argue that subscribers should only have access
to FAPs, when this is available, and be blocked from connecting to
the macrocell. Furthermore, they argue that non-subscribers should
also have the same choice as subscribers have in order to achieve the
highest possible quality of service. Their results suggest that network
capacity is increased, interference is minimised and the probability of
outage is reduced. The authors argue that their technique outperforms
all other access modes techniques especially in relation to increasing
total revenue for the service provider whilst ensuring reasonable prices
for users. Hybrid access mode is also considered in [39] where the
authors address delay by deploying a greedy algorithm to lexicographic
admission control on the incoming traffic data flows. Moreover, they
argue that the problem of non-convex maximization could be addressed
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Fig. 1. Three phase interference management.
by using a suboptimal delay-bound packet scheduling and dual decom-
position power allocation algorithm. The authors argue that as a result
of bounded packet delays and power constraints, the weighted sum
rate of each femtocell is increased. Their predictions demonstrate the
superiority of their proposed scheme over other schemes in relation to
the quality of service level that may be achieved. The authors also argue
that their scheme also achieves high throughput and fairness. In [40] it is
reported that interference is addressed by allocating subchannels to each
user. A user-centric coalition formation game helps with identifying
those users who interfere with other users and graph theory helps
with assigning these users to available subchannels. Likewise in [41],
cochannel interference is addressed by allocating subchannels to each
user. A non-cooperative game helps with assigning subchannel to each
user while keeping transmission power as low as possible.
3. Research motivation
The primary research motivation is to address interference, i.e. co-
tier between FAPs or cross-tier between FAPs and a macrocell. Sec-
ondary research motivations include addressing of femtocell coverage,
or shortage of, especially indoors which may lead to a decrease in
service quality, and of outage probability often caused by ad hoc FAP
deployment. Power calibration techniques, such as SMART, yield good
coverage, reduction of leakage outside a building, interference manage-
ment in large area, and increase in capacity. However, the same issues
these techniques attempt to address often evolve as their drawbacks,
i.e. leakage due to high multipath, extent of coverage not accurately
predicted until after full FAP deployment which if ad hoc will raise both
the probability of outage and coverage gaps. Varying the transmission
power and not keeping it constant helps with managing co-tier and
importantly cross-tier interference. Likewise, cognitive approaches aim
at managing co-tier interference intelligently which in turn will improve
throughput. However, as the number of FAPs grows their success with
co-tier management drops since they depend heavily on occupying the
unused carrier and thus reducing the spectral efficiency. Power control
aims at minimising cross-tier interference which in turn will increase
throughput. However, minimising transmission power in their attempt
to manage cross-tier, results in coverage shrinks. These techniques yield
poor SNR as users move further away from the base station and signal
overheads that may occur as a result will cause battery drain. In our
research we aim to address the drawbacks presented above with inter-
ference management being at the forefront of our work commencing
with predicting the required number of FAPs to achieve full coverage,
developing a deployment plan that considers RSCP, PL and distance
to identify the next FAP location but varying the transmission power
between a lower and an upper level to both manage any interference
and address potential outage.
4. Three-phase gaming approach to interference management
Our proposed interference management method comprises of three
main algorithms that are deployed over three phases. The first algorithm
is a deployment plan technique which calibrates initial transmission
power for femtocell devices before and immediately after deployment.
This technique relies on power calibration to identify the best location
for installing the next FAP. It accommodates both indoor and outdoor
deployment. The second algorithm, FBN, identifies the best FAP for
each FUE using the Auction and Stackelberg game algorithms. The third
algorithm, BNKC, allows a FAP that connects to an FUE to increase
its transmission power if there is an absence of other nodes and the
FUE moves to a location that receives no signal. FMS is used to
organise and compare information received from each device in order
to disconnect and connect FUEs to FAPs. FMS plays an important role
in minimising interference and, hence, improving the performance of
femtocell technology. Fig. 1 shows all three algorithms over the three
phases.
Phase 1: FAP Deployment Plan
This phase is carried out in two steps. The first step is an indoor
deployment plan. The second step is an outdoor deployment plan.
However, before these two steps two different experiments need to be
carried out; firstly, a femtocell device is installed inside an anechoic
chamber to solicit its properties especially its transmission power;
secondly, the femtocell device is deployed indoor to estimate path loss
and penetration loss. FAPs are connected to their respective operator
networks and then have their transmission power boosted to achieve
their maximum coverage of approximately 50 m. A FAP is capable
of simultaneous connection with 16 FEUs in closed access mode. The
number of FAPs necessary to achieve the optimum coverage needs to be
estimated:
𝐍𝐨𝐅𝐀𝐏𝐬 = (𝐋 ×𝐖)
D′2
(1)
where NoFAPs is the number of FAPs required, L and W denote length
and width of the target area and D` is the threshold radius.
Step 1: Indoor deployment plan
The locations chosen to install FAPs depend on RSCP values. Calibra-
tion is similar to the SMART method as it assumes technician supervision
in identifying places of deployment for the first FAP. Table 2 shows the
range of measurements taken, i.e. D, RSCP, multipath value (PI) and
Transmission Power (Pt) which is fixed at 10 dBm until completion of
deployment. Thereafter, the transmission power is controlled to avoid
interference and the probability of outage. These measurements are
necessary in identifying the best location of the next FAP.
Experiments in an anechoic chamber show the weakest signal is
received at 45◦. Starting at the centre (c) of the target coverage area
testing is carried out in 5 m intervals in a 45◦ direction:
𝑻𝒄 → [𝑳∕𝟐,𝑾 ∕𝟐]
𝐅𝐨𝐫 𝐚𝐥𝐥 𝐓𝟏 …𝐓𝐍 𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞 𝐍>= 𝟏
TN → 𝜽 + (𝜽 × (N − 1))T c@ 5m (2)
where Tc is the test carried out in the centre of the target area, → points
to the 2D direction of a test, L is the length of a building, W is the width
Table 2
Range of measurements taken.
D RSCP Pl Pt
@ 5 m intervals dBm dBm 10 dBm
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Fig. 2. Initial testing.
of a building, [L/2, W/2] denotes the centre of the building, TN denotes
each test carried out, 𝜽 is the 45◦ testing angle, and (𝜽 × (N − 1))T c@5m
refers to the 2D direction of each test carried out at 5 m intervals from
the centre (c). Fig. 2 shows an example of this initial testing.
Once testing has identified a location where there is either no signal
from the macrocell or the RSCP from the macrocell is at its weakest, the
first FAP is installed. Further testing to identify subsequent locations is
carried out:
𝐅𝐨𝐫 𝐚𝐥𝐥 𝐓𝟏 …𝐓𝐍 𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞 𝐍>= 𝟏
TN → 𝜽 + (𝜽 × (N − 1))FAPN−1@ 5m (3)
where TN denotes each test carried out, FAPN−1 refers to last FAP
installed, and (𝜽 × (N − 1))FAPN−1@ 5 m refers to the 2D direction of
each test carried out at 5 m intervals from last FAP installed. Fig. 3
shows testing post-installation of first FAP.
We further demonstrate our approach in the case where the NoFAPs
calculation returns 3 FAPs. FAP1 is installed at a location where there
either is no signal received from the macrocell or the RSCP from the
macrocell is at its weakest. After deployment of FAP1, FAP coverage
and the outage probability are estimated again. RSCP is measured at 5
m intervals in 45◦ directions from FAP1 to locate the weakest received
signal. This operation is repeated after deployment of each subsequent
FAP. FAP2 is installed where the RSCP from the FAP1 is at its weakest
Fig. 3. Testing post-installation of first FAP.
Fig. 4. Example of deployment of 3 FAPS.
and FAP3 is installed where the RSCP from FAP2 is at their weakest, and
henceforth, in cases where the formula has returned more than 3 FAPs as
being necessary. In the case of installing FAP1, if the weakest macrocell
RSCP value is reported in more than one location, then FAP1 is deployed
where it provides optimal coverage. In the case of FAP2, if the weakest
FAP RSCP value is reported at two locations, FAP2 is deployed where it
may provide optimal coverage otherwise installed at a 45◦ from FAP1.
FAP3 and any FAPs thereafter are installed accordingly. Fig. 4 gives an
example of how the three FAPs may be deployed.
Transmission power is initially set at a lower level than the maximum
transmission power 20 dBm which is enough to cover the target area.
The purpose of setting the transmission power at such a low level is
to utilise as much of the remaining power to overcome any outage.
Moreover, reducing transmission power helps with minimising cross-tier













whereas deployment of the remaining FAPs continues as:





















lowest RSCP from the macro base station, FAPn denotes the next FAP




refers to the minimum RSCP received
from a FAP and 𝜽 refers to 45◦ angle from the last FAP that has been
deployed.
Step 2: Outdoor deployment Plan
For an outdoor environment testing in a 45◦ direction at regular
intervals does not work well; results from several experiments leave
a significant amount without coverage. Instead, to predict more ac-
curately the probability of outage, the target area is scanned both
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Fig. 5. Initial test plan for outdoors.
vertically, either top to bottom or vice versa, and horizontally, either
left to right or vice versa, starting with the longest stretch. Testing is
carried out at the intersection of each horizontal and vertical line. The
distance between adjacent vertical or horizontal lines should not exceed
half the distance threshold to prevent any potential co-tier interference,
if testing results in two FAPS being necessary. After deploying the first
FAPs, unlike indoor deployment more than one FAP may initially be
necessary for outdoors, the test to install other FAPs continues as with
the indoor test. Testing outdoors for installation of the first FAPs is
carried out as:
∑n
m Tmn = HLm ∩ VLn@ D
where m = 1…m and n = 1…n
where D = D′ × 𝟐 between VLs and HLs (6)
where Tmn are tests carried out at intersections, m = number of
horizontal lines, n = number of vertical lines, and D is the distance either
between vertical VLs or horizontal lines HLs. Fig. 5 depicts initial testing
at T11 outdoors which sits on the longest stretch. Fig. 6 shows initial
outdoor deployment of FAPs. Outage may still be experienced following
deployment, for example, the area between FAP1 and FAP2. However,
outage is managed as each FAP’s RSCP is re-tested and deployment
continues. Figs. 7 and 8 depict further deployment.
Phase 2: Finding Best Node (FBN)
The FBN algorithm considers the RSCP, PL and D between FAPs and
FUEs to find the BN, i.e. FAP, for each FUE located within an interference
area. All other FAPs within the interference area are considered as
the source of the interference, aptly called TANs (To Avoid Nodes).
Fig. 6. Initial outdoor deployment.
Fig. 7. Post-initial outdoor deployment.
Fig. 8. Further outdoor deployment.
RSCP and PL are measured by a mobile application whereas D is either
measured manually or predicted. The FMS controls the connections
between FAPs and FUEs. There are two main conditions to connecting
each FUE to a FAP: first, it must be within a FAP radio threshold,
and second, it must not receive an RSCP that is less than the highest
RSCPmacro. With respect to PL, using the Extended Dual Slope (EDS) path
loss model [85], the loss at specific locations in a building is:













where PLr is the path loss at a reference point r, K is the path loss
exponent, d denotes distance, R is distance between a reference point
and a FAP, Lw and Hw are light and heavy walls respectively, n denotes
number of walls. RSCP is calculated as:
RSCP = Pt − PL (8)
The FBN algorithm uses a hybrid game approach to determine the
best node: auction game theory with Stackelberg competition. We use







where b∗i is the highest bid and bi denotes a bid provided by any bidder.









b*i if bi > bj
b*i
2 if bi = bj
𝟎 if bi < bj
(10)
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where ui (b1) denotes the payoff of the first bidder, bi denotes the bid of
first bidder and 𝑏j refers to the bid of the second bidder. The equation
denotes that if the first bidder offers the highest bid, the first bidder
wins the payoff whereas if the first bidder offers the lowest, the first
bidder loses the payoff. If both bidders make an equal bid, the winner is
usually chosen by a coin toss in auction theory but this option is resolved
through Stackelberg competition in our approach as bidding comprise
of separate values from three separate parameters thus payoff may not
be decided by the first parameter value but subsequent values.
The three parameters comprise the bid, the FAPS represent the
players and the payoff is BN to the FUE requesting connection. The
FAP strategy, managed by the FMS, involves satisfying the following
conditions:
1. Its RSCP is higher than the RSCP threshold RSCP′
2. Its distance to the FUE is less than the distance threshold D′
Hence,
𝐼𝑓 FAPiRSCP > RSCP
′ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 FAPiD < D
′
𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 FAPi ≈ BN
Any FAPs satisfying these conditions may compete to provide con-
nection to an FUE using the auction game approach. If there are more
than one FAPs competing, the BN chosen is that which satisfies one of
these conditions in comparison to other FAPs:















In the case where the RSCP values of several FAPs are the same, the
multipath and distance values are considered in selecting the BN. Hence,


















denotes highest price and designates FAPi as BN,
PL*i checks the multipath value if RSCP values are all equal, ∅ denotes
disconnection of FUEj to a FAP if it does not offer the highest RSCP. In



















denotes lowest price and designates FAPi as BN, D*i
checks the distance to a FAP from an FUE in the case where two or


















denotes the lowest distance between an FUE and FAPi,
Stac* is the Stackelberg value (instead of choosing at random) when all
distance values are equal. Hence, the BN for each FUE is as follows with
Fig. 9. The BN equation as a decision diagram.














































Fig. 9 We use Stackelberg competition to avoid having to make a
random choice when the values of all parameters are the same for the
candidate FAPs. Whilst it is unlikely to identify two or more candidate
FAPs with the same values, Stackelberg competition may be used as
part of our approach in managing interference that is likely to arise.
Stackelberg competition between two firms, in our case between two
FAPs, is:
P = a − b ×Q i (15)
where P is the curve demand of power, a, b are constant weights which
can be set to specific values in consideration of quantity, Q i. In the case
of two firms, Q i is the sum of their respective quantities 𝑸𝟏 and 𝑸𝟐:
R1 = P ×Q𝟏 = (a − b ×Q𝟏) ×Q𝟏 = aQ𝟏 − bQ𝟐𝟏
MR𝟏 = 𝐥𝐢𝐦Pt min→Ptmax
𝜕R𝟏
𝜕Q𝟏
→ MR𝟏 = a − 𝟐bQ𝟏
MR𝟏 = MC𝟏 = 0 → Q𝟏 =
a
𝟐b
R𝟐 = P ×Q𝟐 =
(









aQ𝟐 − bQ𝟏Q𝟐 − bQ𝟐𝟐
)
MR𝟐 = 𝐥𝐢𝐦Pt 𝑚𝑖𝑛→Pt𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜕R2
𝜕Q𝟐
→ MR𝟐 = a − bQ𝟏 − 𝟐bQ𝟐
MR𝟐 = a − b
a









where 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 denote respective peak minimum transmission Power
(TP) values, MR1 and MR2 denote respective variations in peak mini-
mum transmission Power values (MTP) which is set at 0. In addition,
Pt𝒎𝒂𝒙 is the peak maximum transmission power set at 20 dBm, Pt𝒎𝒊𝒏
is the initial transmission power set at 10 dBm and MC1 and MC2 are
respective variations in initial transmission power Pt (MPt) which is set
at 0. The first mover is the first installed thus its power is maximised
twice as much in comparison to the second FAP.
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Stackelberg competition is deployed to avoid having to make a
random choice during auction thus enabling candidate FAPs to com-
pete against each other for providing connectivity to the target FUE.
Stackelberg presumes that the target FUE located at the same distance
from the competing FAPs, their multipath values to it are equal, and
that the FUE experiences equal levels of power from the competing
FAPs. We consider transmission power as the Stackelberg quantity and
marginal cost is assumed to be 0. Constant a is set at 20 dBm to equal
the maximum transmission power, 𝑎 = 𝑃 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥, and constant b is set at
the value of the ratio between the initial transmission power of 10 dBm
and the maximum of 20 dBm, 𝑏 = 𝑃 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃 𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑥 = 0.5 dB





In the case where there are three FAPs competing for BN:




PtFAP𝟏 + PtFAP𝟐 + PtFAP𝟑
)


































With Stackelberg competition 𝑃 𝑡𝐹𝐴𝑃1 is set to the maximum trans-
mission power:



















































PtFAP𝟏 + PtFAP𝟐 + PtFAP𝟑
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transmission power should not be less than the initial transmission
power 𝑃 𝑡𝐹𝐴𝑃3 = 10 dB.
Phase 3: Best Node Keep Connected (BNKC)
If there is no received signal from another FAP or the macrocell
FUEs remain connected to the FAP which has been designated their BN,
regardless of the threshold distance, D`. BN transmission power may be
controlled, if necessary, to enable a BN to maintain its level of service
to its FUEs. An FUE may be kept connected to its BN either without any
change to the BN transmission power or by having to increase it. A BN’s
transmission power is not changed when the RSCPBN is higher than the
RSCP′ as the signal is sufficient to maintain a connection to the FUE
without causing any interference. In this case, BN transmission power
Pt ′BN is set to Ptmin :
Pt ′BN = Ptmin iff RSCPBN ≥ RSCP′ (17)
A BN’s transmission power may be increased if the RSCPBN is less
than the RSCP′ and their difference is higher than Ptmin but less than
Ptmax . In this case, the BN transmission power Pt ′BN is set to their
difference value:
Pt ′BN = RSCP
′ − RSCPBN (18)
iff Ptmin ≤ PtBN ≤ Ptmax AND RSCPBN < RSCP′
The transmission power is increased gradually to the Pt ′BN to
prevent unnecessary battery drain and preserve power in case of having
to revisit Phase 2 and trigger Stackelberg competition. In those cases
where the RSCPBN is still less than the RSCP′ but their difference is
either less than Ptmin or higher than Ptmax , we deploy cost theory to
set the BN transmission power Pt ′BN :
TC = FC + VC (19)
where TC, FC and VC represent the total, fixed and variable cost
respectively. We assign TC to Pt ′BN , FC to either Ptmin or Ptmax
accordingly and VC to the difference between RSCP′ and RSCPBN :
FC = {Ptmin , Ptmax}
VC = RSCP′ − RSCPBN (20)
As the RSCP′ is a constant value and the RSCPBN is a variable
we consider the derivative of RSCPBN to calculate Pt ′BN . When FC =
Ptmin :

































Since Ptmin =10 dB and RSCP` = −100 dB:






































Pt ′BN = 𝐥𝐢𝐦𝟏𝟎→𝟐𝟎 (𝟏𝟎 + |(𝟎 − 𝟏)|) = 𝟏𝟏 𝐝𝐁
When FC = Ptmax :

































Since Ptmax =20 dB and RSCP`=−100 dB:






































Pt ′BN = 𝐥𝐢𝐦𝟏𝟎→𝟐𝟎 (𝟐𝟎 − |𝟎 − 𝟏|) = 𝟏𝟗 𝐝𝐁
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Therefore, transmission power is controlled as:
IF RSCPBN ≥ RSCP` THEN Pt ′BN = PtBN ELSE
IF RSCPBN < RSCP` THEN
IF Ptmin < RSCP` − RSCPBN < Ptmax
THEN Pt ′BN = RSCP` − RSCPBN ELSE
IF RSCP` − RSCPBN < Ptmin THEN




















IF RSCP` − RSCPBN > Ptmax THEN
































Pt𝑚𝑖𝑛 , RSCPBN ≥ RSCP
































, RSCP` − RSCPBN ≥ Pt𝑚𝑎𝑥
(21)
If an FUE receives more than one signal either from other FAPs
and/or macrocell then phase 2 is executed again.
5. Experiment results and analysis
This section demonstrates the application of our proposed approach
in managing interference using a mixture of actual measurements and
simulation at a local college. After predicting the required number of
FAPs, all FAPs are deployed at their optimal locations in open access
mode. Each FAP can support upto 16 concurrent calls. Each device is
deployed in co-channel mode with the macrocell, i.e. the spectrum is
shared between them and the macrocell. Table 3 shows our femtocell
experiment setup in relation to other reported setups in terms of cell
radios, number of users, place of deployment, transmission power and
configuration type.
Phase 1: Deployment Plan
Two experiments were carried out, one inside an anechoic chamber,
and the other across the entire coverage area both inside and outside
a building. The transmission power of each FAP whilst redirecting
its antenna, and the precision of the mobile apps used for collecting
measurements, i.e. Network Signal Info and Open Signal are assessed
inside the anechoic chamber. Our results show that FAPs offer their
lowest RSCP at 45◦. Table 4 shows received signal power values at 45◦
intervals.
Table 3
Comparison between Base Stations.
Node Cell Radios Users Location Power output configuration
Femto ≤50 m ≤16 indoor 20 mW Automatic
Pico 100 m–300 m ≤64 Indoor/
Outdoor
200 mW–2 W Automatic/
Manual
Micro 250 m–1 km ≤200 Outdoor ≤10 W Automatic/
Manual
Macro >1 km >>200 Outdoor 40 W–100 W Automatic/
Manual
Table 4










360◦ = 0◦ −55 dBm
Fig. 10. Area Layout.
Taking measurements of the entire coverage area helps with pre-
dicting the number of FAPs required and with setting both the RSCP
and distance thresholds. Fig. 10 shows area layout. The coverage area
used in our experiment is a one floor building surrounded by open space
which thus requires both indoor and outdoor deployment. The walls
inside the building were tested and were classified into two types based
on their penetration loss values. Light walls exhibit penetration loss of
4 dB each. Heavier walls exhibit penetration loss of 8 dB each. The RSCP
from the macrocell were also tested randomly, both indoor and outdoor,
and the highest received signal was −100 dB so this was set as the RSCP
threshold. When an FUE is on the move and at a distance of 30 m to the
FAP, the RSCP decreases so 30 m was set as the distance threshold in
order to prevent a signalling overhead as the FAP will need to boost its
transmission power to cover a larger distance. The threshold multipath
is calculated at 110 dB. Both the width and length of the area shown on
Fig. 2 is 60 m. Therefore, the required number of FAPs (Eq. (1)):






Table 5 shows the actual measurements that will be simulated.
Step 1: Indoor deployment plan
The building is tested in eight angle directions at 5 m intervals as
shown on Fig. 11 and the weakest RSCP from the macrocell and its
location in each direction is recorded on Table 6. FAP1 is installed at
the location of the weakest signal, C, from the macrocell that offers the
highest possible coverage (Eq. (4)):
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Area Width 60 m
Area Length 60 m
Floor Width (WFloor) 40 m
Floor Length (LFloor) 45 m
Light Wall penetration loss (LW) 4 dB
Path Loss at reference point (PLr ) −50 dB
FAP to reference point distance (R) 1 m
Heavy Wall penetration wall (HW) 8 dB
Pathloss model (EDS) K = 2.17
Initial transmission power (Pt ) 10 dB
Number of FAPs (NoFAPs) 4
Number of FUEs (NoFUEs) 7
Distance threshold (D′) 30 m
Received power threshold (RSCP′) −100 dB
Fig. 11. RSCP testing.
Table 6
Macrocell RSCP.
Location RSCP1 RSCP2 RSCP
A −100 dB −100 dB −100 dB
B −101 dB −103 dB −102 dB
C xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
D −105 dB −105 dB −105 dB
E −100 dB −100 dB −100 dB
F −103 dB −107 dB −105 dB
G xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx











= C ,G,and H
Max {coverage} = C
Testing commences once again and continues likewise to locate the
weakest RSCP from FAP1. Fig. 12 shows the location of the eight weakest
RSCPs at one of which FAP2 is installed. Table 7 records the weakest
RSCP values and their distance from FAP1. FAP2 is deployed at location
B as shown on Fig. 13. The deployed FAPs do not provide coverage
for the whole floor because the anechoic chamber absorbs all passing
signals. Providing service out of the anechoic chamber is not feasible
thus this room is not considered for installation of another FAP.
Fig. 12. Weakest RSCPs from FAP1.
Table 7
Weakest RSCPs from FAP1.
Location Distance from FAP1 RSCP value
A 5 m −81 dB
B 30 m −97 dB
C 10 m −85 dB
D 30 m −93 dB
E 10 m −84 dB
F 5 m −79 dB
G 5 m −80 dB
H 5 m −81 dB
Fig. 13. Deployment of FAP2.
Step 2: Outdoor deployment plan
The remaining two FAPs are installed outdoors. Fig. 14 shows the
test plan for the outdoors. Outdoors testing is carried out at 3 locations.
Deployment of FAP3 is carried out at T11 as shown on Fig. 15 as there
is no RSCP at this location. Testing commences once again in three
directions as shown on Fig. 16 and continues likewise to locate the
weakest RSCP from FAP3. Table 8 records the RSCP value at locations
A, B and C. FAP4 is deployed at location A. Fig. 17 shows the entire
coverage area after deployment of the four FAPs.
Phase 2: Finding Best Nodes (FBN)
In our experiment, we consider the existence of 7 FUEs. Fig. 18 shows
their locations. Two FUEs are in the interference area of FAP1 and FAP2
as shown on Fig. 19. Deploying the parameters of Table 4 (Eq. (7)):







The FMS identifies candidate BNs for each FUE. RSCPs are compared
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Fig. 14. Outdoor test locations.
Fig. 15. Deployment of FAP3 outdoors.
first followed by multipath then distance. The distance between FUE1
and FAP1 is 19 m and between FUE1 and FAP2 is 17 m. Fig. 20 shows
the RSCP detected. Despite FUE1 being closer to FAP2 the best node is
FAP1 because it is the node that provides the FUE1 with the highest
RSCP. Distance and multipath are not considered as the RSCP value has
priority over all other factors. FMS connects FUE1 to FAP1 and if FUE1
moves away all other factors are considered again and the new best FAP
is identified again. In the case of FUE1 moving to a place with no signal,
BNKC algorithms will be applied. Table 9 shows the RSCP values from
each FAP. Table 10 records the results for the two distances of 17 m and
19 m.
Distances between the macrocell and user equipment are not mea-
sured and the multipath value are not predicted due to the unknown
macrocell transmission value. This does not represent an exception to
our proposed algorithms since all RSCPs from the macrocell are less than
−100 dB which is less than the RSCP`. FAP1 is the best node for FUE1
(Eq. (11)):
Fig. 16. Testing from FAP3.
Table 8
Weakest RSCP from FAP3.
Location Distance from FAP1 RSCP value
A 30 m −79 dB
B 24 m −71 dB
C 28 m −73 dB














FMS which controls the connection between an FUE and its FAP
blocks the rest of the nodes to avoid both co-tier and cross-tier in-
terference. FUE2 is located approximately 15 m away from each FAP
(Eq. (14)):
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Fig. 18. FUEs locations.
















































Table 11 records the results for 𝐅𝐔𝐄𝟐
The macrocell is not considered as it offers the lowest power whereas
FAP1 and FAP2 provide higher power to the user equipment than the
RSCP`. Stackelberg is applied to prevent a random choice between these
two FAPs. The first mover is always the FAP which has been installed
first. As we have a prior knowledge about the demand, the curve demand
Fig. 20. FUE1 RSCPs.
Table 9
FUE1 received power from both FAPs.
Distance RSCPFAP1 RSCPFAP2
5 m −71.17 dB −79.17 dB
10 m −77.70 dB −85.70 dB
15 m −81.58 dB −89.52 dB
17 m −82.70 dB −90.20 dB
19 m −83.42 dB −91.75 dB
20 m −84.23 dB −92.23 dB
25 m −86.34 dB −94.34 dB
30 m −88.05 dB −96.05 dB
Table 10
RSCP, D, and PL values from all nodes for FUE1.
Node RSCP D PL
FAP1 −83.42 dB 19 m 93 dB
FAP2 −90.20 dB 17 m 100 dB
Macrocell −105 dB xxx xxx
Table 11
RSCP, D, and PL values from all nodes for FUE2.
Node RSCP D PL
FAP1 −69.78 dB 15 m 79.78 dB
FAP2 −69.78 dB 15 m 79.78 dB
Macrocell −105 dB xxx xxx
is (Eq. (16)):




With Stackelberg competition 𝑃 𝑡𝐹𝐴𝑃1 is set to the maximum trans-
mission power of 20 dB whereas 𝑃 𝑡𝐹𝐴𝑃2 is set to 10 dB. Figs. 21 and 22
show the shift of power before and after using Stackelberg. FAP1 offers
FUE2 a higher value RSCP so it becomes its best node. Tables 12 and
13 record the RSCP values at 5 m intervals before and after applying
Stackelberg.
Phase 3: Best Node Keep Connected (BNCN)
FUE3’s RSCPBN is higher than the threshold but it is located more
than 30 m from FAP1, FUE4 receives a signal that is lower than the
RSCP`, FUE5 receives a poor signal that is more than 10 dB less than
the RSCP` and FUE6 receives a poor signal that is more than 20 dB less
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Fig. 21. RSCPs values from both FAPs before Stackelberg.
Fig. 22. RSCPs values from each FAP after Stackelberg.
Table 12
Initial RSCP values received by FUE2.
Distance RSCPFAP1 RSCPFAP2
5 m −58.06 dB −58.06 dB
10 m −65.70 dB −65.70 dB
15 m −69.87 dB −69.87 dB
20 m −72.75 dB −72.75 dB
25 m −74.95 dB −74.95 dB
30 m −76.73 dB −76.73 dB
Table 13
RSCP values received by FUE2 after Stackelberg.
Distance RSCPFAP1 RSCPFAP2
5 m −48.06 dB −58.06 dB
10 m −55.70 dB −65.70 dB
15 m −59.87 dB −69.87 dB
20 m −62.75 dB −72.75 dB
25 m −64.95 dB −74.95 dB
30 m −66.73 dB −76.73 dB
Fig. 23. FUE3 in the coverage area.
Fig. 24. RSCPs between FUE3 and FAP1.
Fig. 25. Connection between FUE3 and FAP1.
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Fig. 26. FUE4 in FAP2 ’s coverage area.
Fig. 27. FUE4 RSCP values from FAP2.
than the RSCP`. Fig. 23 shows the location of FUE3 inside the coverage
area but without coverage from the macrocell but it receives a strong
RSCP from FAP1.
FUE3’s RSCPBN values are predicted (Eqs. (7) and (8)):
RSCP = 𝟐𝟎 − PL







FUE3 is approximately 32 m away from FAP1 which means the
distance between FUE3 and FAP1 is 2 m longer than D`. However,
according to the results shown in Fig. 24, the RSCP is −66.36 dB
which is higher than the RSCP`. Based on the BNKC algorithm the
distance threshold is ignored to provide service for this FUE without any
change in the transmission power to prevent any potential interference.
Fig. 25 shows FUE3 connecting to FAP1 which is similar to beamforming
without creating null power to other FUEs.
FUE4 is located where there is no received power from the macrocell
Fig. 28. RSCPs values before and after increase.
Table 14
RSCPs values.
Distance Initial RSCP RSCP after maximising transmission power
5 m −85.07 dB −84.07 dB
10 m −90.34 dB −89.34 dB
15 m −96.87 dB −95.87 dB
20 m −99.75 dB −98.75 dB
25 m −101.95 dB −100.95 dB
30 m −103.73 dB −102.73 dB
Fig. 29. FUE5 ’s location.
and there is loss which decreases the quality of connection between
FAP2 and FUE4. FUE4 is approximately 30 m away from FAP2. Fig. 26
shows the location of FUE4. As can be seen on Fig. 27 the RSCP at the
30 m distance is about −103.73 dB. This means the difference between
the RSCPBN and RSCP` is less than the Ptmin. After maximising the
transmission power to about 11 dB the RSCP is slightly increased. Fig. 28
shows the difference between RSCPs values before and after increasing
the transmission power. Table 14 records the difference in RSCP values
before and after maximising transmission power. FUE5 is located 35
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Fig. 30. FUE5 RSCP value from FAP4.
Fig. 31. RSCP before and after resetting PtBN.
Table 15
RSCPs values.
Distance Initial RSCP RSCP after maximising transmission power
5 m −95.07 dB −90.07 dB
10 m −102.71 dB −97.71 dB
15 m −106.87 dB −101.87 dB
20 m −109.75 dB −104.75 dB
25 m −111.95 dB −106.95 dB
30 m −113.73 dB −108.73 dB
35 m −115.23 dB −110 dB
m away from FAP4 where there is no RSCP from either the macrocell,
FAP1 or FAP2 as it is located behind the anechoic chamber. Fig. 29
shows the location of FUE5. As FAP4 is the only FAP that can serve
FUE5’s location, it is connected to that FUE regardless of D` in order
to mitigate the probability of outage. Fig. 30 shows the RSCP at that
location. The RSCPBN is about −115 dB so the difference between this
value and RSCP` is about 15 dB. Based on our BNKC (Eq. (18)):
Pt ′BN = −𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝐝𝐁 − (−𝟏𝟏𝟓) = 𝟏𝟓 𝐝𝐁.
Fig. 32. FUE6 ’s location behind the anechoic chamber.
Fig. 33. FUE6 ’s RSCP values from FAP4.
Fig. 31 and Table 15 show the difference before and after resetting
PtBN . FUE6 is located 40 m away from FAP4 and there is no signal
received from other nodes because it is located behind the anechoic
chamber. Fig. 32 shows the location of FUE6. FUE6 is now connected to
FAP4 with a 15 dB transmission power because it is also connected to
FUE5. Fig. 33 illustrates the RSCP at that location. The RSCPBN is about
−122 dB so the difference to RSCP` is higher than Ptmax. Based on our
BNKC the transmission power is set at 19 dB. As a result, the RSCP is
raised by 4 dB. Fig. 34 and Table 16 show the difference before and after
resetting PtBN .
5.1. BNKC to FBN
Here, we consider the case when an FUE on the move receives
another signal. Fig. 35 shows FUE7 moving from location A to B where
there is no macrocell coverage. At A FUE7 receives a signal from FAP3
which is set as its BN. Fig. 36 shows the RSCP values from FAP3.
When FUE7 moves 31 m away from FAP3 where it receives a strong
signal from FAP3 which equals to −72 dB, then based on our BNKC,
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Fig. 34. RSCP before and after resetting PtBN.
Table 16
RSCPs values.
Distance Initial RSCP RSCP after maximising transmission power
5 m −100 dB −96 dB
10 m −107.71 dB −93.71 dB
15 m −111.87 dB −107.87 dB
20 m −115 dB −111 dB
25 m −117 dB −113 dB
30 m −118.7 dB −114.7 dB
35 m −120 dB −116 dB
40 m −122 dB −118 dB
Fig. 35. FUE7 on the move.
there is no change in transmission power. When FUE7 moves from A
to B where it receives another signal from FAP2 then phase 2, FBN, is
revisited. Fig. 37 shows the RSCP from both FAPs at location B. As there
is no coverage from macrocell when moving A to B, the RSCP` and D`
are not considered. B is approximately 29 m away from FAP2 and 37 m
away from FAP3. However, the best node is FAP3 as it offers the highest
RSCP. There is loss between FAP2 and FUE7. Table 17 records the results
for each FAP.
Fig. 36. RSCPs from FAP3.
Table 17
FUE7 RSCPs from both FAPs.
Distance RSCPFAP2 RSCPFAP3
5 m −64 dB −53 dB
10 m −71.71 dB −60.71 dB
15 m −75.87 dB −64.87 dB
20 m −78.75 dB −67.75 dB
25 m −81 dB −70 dB
29 m −82.40 dB −71.40 dB
37 m −84.77 dB −73.77 dB
40 m −85.35 dB −74.35 dB
Fig. 37. RSCPs from both FAPs.














Although FAP2 may boost its transmission power and be closer to
FUE7, the best node for FUE7 is FAP3. The transmission power value for
each FAP is predicted as PtFAP1 = 20 dB, PtFAP2 = 11 dB, PtFAP3 = 10 dB
PtFAP4 = 19 dB. Table 18 shows all user equipment and their BNs.
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Table 18
User equipment and their BNs.
UE BN Pt (dBm) RSCP (dBm) PL (dBm) D
FUE1 FAP1 10 −83.42 93 19 m
FUE2 FAP1 20 −59.78 80 15 m
FUE3 FAP1 20 −66.36 86 32 m
FUE4 FAP2 11 −102.73 114 30 m
FUE5 FAP4 15 −110 125 35 m
FUE6 FAP4 19 −118 137 40 m
FUE7 @ A FAP3 10 −72 82 31 m
FUE7 @ B FAP3 10 −73.77 84 37 m
5.2. Complexity analysis of our approach
To consider the complexity of the three-phase approach each phase
process is drawn as a decision tree as shown on Fig. 38 to estimate the
longest path in each phase and thereby calculate its complexity. Phase
1 is carried out once only so its complexity function is as follows:
𝑂𝑃ℎ1 (𝑛) = 𝑛 + 𝐶𝑃ℎ1 (22)
where 𝑂𝑃ℎ1 (𝑛) denotes the complexity level, n is the number of opera-
tions, and 𝐶𝑃ℎ1 = 0.74. Phase 2 maybe highly iterative so its complexity
function is as follows:
𝑂𝑃ℎ1 (𝑛) = 𝑛
2 + 𝐶𝑃ℎ2 (23)
where 𝐶𝑃ℎ2 = 0.6.
Fig. 39. Three-phase complexity.
Table 19
The Hybrid approach vs the approach in [9].
UE BN Pt (hybrid) RSCP (hybrid) Pt [9] RSCP [9] D
FUE4 FAP2 11 dB −102.73 dB 2 dB −111 dB 30 m
FUE5 FAP4 15 dB −110 dB 7 dB −118 dB 35 m
FUE6 FAP4 19 dB −118 dB 7 dB xxx 40 m
Fig. 38. Three-phase decision tree.
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Fig. 40. Hexagonal coverage after deploying FAPs [29].
Fig. 41. Radius coverage after deploying the FAPs [29].
Table 20
FUE4-The Hybrid approach vs the approach in [29].
FUE4 BN Pt RSCP PL D
Hybrid Approach FAP2 11 dB −102.73 dB 114 dB 30 m
Approach in [29] xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
Phase 3 is also iterative but with a smaller number of iterations so
its complexity function is as follows:
𝑂𝑃ℎ1 (𝑛) = 𝑛 × 2 + 𝐶𝑃ℎ3 (24)
where 𝐶𝑃ℎ3 = 0.6.
Fig. 39 shows the level of complexity level for each phase and
the overall complexity, with phase 2 achieving the highest level in
comparison to the other two phases, partly due to the number of
parameters in consideration during this phase and partly due to the
higher number of iterations. Although during phase 1 the number of
parameters considered are higher in comparison to phase 3, phase 3’s
complexity is higher, largely due to the number of iterations. What the
Fig. 42. FAPs deployment [30].
Fig. 43. College divided into sub-regions.
complexity graphs reveals is that the number of iterations increases
exponentially in relation to the number of FAPs, especially during phase
2. The overall complexity rises proportionally to the number of FAPs
which suggests a medium level of complexity.
6. Comparative evaluation to other approaches
In this section, we deploy techniques that have been reported in our
literature review in the grounds of the same local college and then com-
pare these to the hybrid approach. In [9] FTN and TAPB algorithms are
proposed to resolve interference. The aim of this approach is to identify
the node that causes interference and then minimise the transmission
power of that node. The authors do not propose any algorithms to
locate FAPs at optimum locations. They assume that their algorithms
are suitable regardless of the number of FAPs and their locations. The
authors suggest that the FAPs with higher number of neighbours should
decrease their transmission power. Thus, the new transmission power
for the trouble node is equal to the common transmission power minus
the difference between the lowest received power by any FUE and
the lowest received power from the trouble node FAP. We apply this
approach inside the college and then compare it to our own hybrid
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Fig. 44. FAPs deployed in college [30].
Fig. 45. RSCP values with the hybrid approach.
Fig. 46. RSCP values with [30].
Table 21
FAP1 and FAP2 - The Hybrid approach vs the approach in [30].
Node RSCP (hybrid) D (hybrid) RSCP [30] D [30]
FAP1 −101 dB 28 m −101 dB 28 m
FAP2 −74 dB 7 m −93 dB 22 m
Fig. 47. User placement using ushering mechanism.
Fig. 48. The interference area using ushering mechanism.
approach. As the FAPs with the highest number of neighbours are
FAP2 and FAP4 (see Fig. 17) we decrease their transmission power
and set their new transmission power to obtain the difference in RSCP
before and after. We start by calculating the new transmission power
for these FAPs. Firstly, we test the weakest received signal by all FUEs,
i.e. −118 dB. Secondly, we test the weakest received signal from FAP2
and FAP3 which is −110 dB and −115 dB, respectively. Finally, the new
transmission power for FAP2 is 2 dB and for FAP4 is 7 dB. FUE4 receives
a signal only from FAP2 and FAP4 is the only FAP that can provide the
service for FUE5 and FUE6 as shown on Fig. 18 and reported on Table 18.
Table 19 shows the difference between the hybrid approach and the
proposed in [9], in case of these three FUEs. Our hybrid approach
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Fig. 49. FAPs and FUEs in relation to interference locations.
outperforms this study in terms of providing coverage, mitigating outage
and increasing the number of FUEs. FUE6 experiences no service at all
and the rest of the FUEs receive very poor signals. The hybrid approach
guarantees a service to all users that require the service.
The study presented in [29] proposes a new way to predict the
required number of FAPs and their optimum location. It is suggested that
FAPs are located with consideration of macrocell interference and the
level of SINR for each FAP. The study aims at predicting the minimum
number of FAPs that meets the coverage demand. The distance between
FAP1 and the macrocell and to the rest of the FAPs is set at 2 × a, where
a is the half coverage radio. Moreover, the cell is formed in a hexagonal
shape. The authors suggest deploying the first FAP close to the macrocell
so we deploy FAP1 in office 5 where it can provide higher coverage than
the rest of the offices on the left. We deploy the rest of the FAPs at 60
m away from FAP1 hexagonally. Fig. 40 shows that the area is covered
but none of the FAPs can serve the left part of LAB2 due to the anechoic
chamber absorbing the signal from FAP1 and the high penetration loss
that severely attenuates the signal from FAP2. Fig. 41 shows deployment
of the three FAPs with their radius coverage. This shows severe outages
from FAP2 and FAP3 in LAB 3. This LAB suffers from lack of service from
the macrocell and FUE4, FUE5, and FUE6 are located in this LAB. Where
FUE4 is located, there is no received signal either from the macrocell or
from the FAPs. Table 20 shows a comparison between our approach and
this study in relation to FUE4. Our approach outperforms the approach
in [29] in terms of increasing coverage, reducing outage and battery
drain.
The study presented in [30] suggests that any area is divided into
sub-regions equally, where each sub-region is 4 m × 4 m and the FAPs
are located where there is no potential interference from the macrocell
nor other FAPs. Following that if an FUE receives a poor signal, the FUE
increases its transmission power to meet the required service. Fig. 42
shows the deployment of femtocells inside the area.
The dimensions of the target area used in the study is 48 m × 48 m
and it requires 5 FAPs to be installed due to the high penetration loss.
The number of FAPs is high for this size as the potential of interference is
high due to the close distance between FAPs. Moreover, the user uplink
transmission power is controlled to avoid the interference by optimising
SINR. This means that in the case of movement, transmission power is
increased which may affect power consumption. Another disadvantage
with this study, is that it does not predict the number of FAPs before
deployment so the number of FAPs is only defined after the end of
the deployment. With our approach, in consideration of the penetration
loss and interference, the required number of FAPs is 4 regardless of
the college being larger than the building used in the study of [30].
We start by dividing the area into 4 m × 4 m sub-regions and then
clustering the sub-regions to deploy a FAP in each cluster. The cluster is
based on coverage and low level of interference. Figs. 43 and 44 show
how to cluster the area and deploy FAPs considering the coverage and
interference. The hall is selected to install FAP1 and FAP2 is installed
inside LAB3 where there is no interference from FAP1 and the macrocell.
The rest of FAPs are deployed outdoor as far as possible from one
another to minimise the co-tier interference. Some of the target area
experiences poor service due to the long distance from FAPs, e.g. LAB1.
If FUE2 moves to LAB1, it will receive two poor signals and as the best
FAP cannot be predicted, FUE2 will be connected randomly to one of
these two FAPs. We compare the case of movement of FUE2 using both
the hybrid approach and the proposed study. Figs. 45 and 46 show the
received power from both FAPs in case of the hybrid approach and
the approach in [30]. FAP2 is selected as the BN in our approach as it
offers a high RSCP to FUE2 but not with the approach of [30]. Table 21
shows the FUE2 RSCP values from both FAPs using the hybrid approach
and that in [30]. Our approach outperforms the approach in [30] in
providing high power which enhances power consumption and manages
interference by blocking a connection between FAP1 and FUE2.
In [31] an ushering method is proposed that provides users with
optimum locations to avoid interference. This method also suggests best
locations for browsing and using specific software applications. Fig. 47
shows the results after applying this method inside a 42 m × 42 m
target area. We apply his method inside the college to show interference
locations and the effectiveness of this algorithm in relation to the hybrid
approach. Figs. 48 and 49 show the college after applying the ushering
mechanism to identify interference locations. All users inside offices 1
through to 6, the corridor, meeting room, PhD room 1, LAB1 and the
right lower hand corner are vulnerable to interference and will need
to relocate to avoid interference. The hybrid approach outperforms the
algorithms in terms of managing interference and without requiring
users to move their FUEs.
7. Concluding discussion
The focus of this paper is managing both types of interference, co-
tier and cross-tier, and improving the femtocell performance in terms
of coverage, number of users and quality of its service. Moreover, our
approach addresses the problem of dead zones and battery drain. A
new hybrid technique based on transmission power calibration has been
presented that can be applied to manage both types of interference. This
technique identifies a BN either as the macrocell or a FAP deployed
in the coverage area. A BN is identified by considering three factors:
RSCP, multipath and, Distance. After finding the BN to an FUE, all other
nodes are blocked from connecting to that FUE to prevent interference.
An FUE keeps its connection to its BN, if the FUE is not receiving
a signal from another node, to prevent the probability of an outage.
The new deployment plan for femtocell technology can be applied in
both environments: indoors and outdoors and our results suggest that
operator networks can extend and maximise their number of users and in
turn reduce the probability of outage. Our hybrid three-phase approach
predictions are evaluated against the predictions of several models that
have been reported in our literature review and it is shown that our
approach outperforms these models. In relation to the three-phase ap-
proach, future R&D may include additional parameters such as network
throughput to consider the effect on capacity during deployment and on
spectral efficiency during power control. Throughput may be optimised
by increasing the initial transmission power with consideration paid to
the potential change in the transmission power value during the third
phase. Additional parameters to include are building height during the
first phase, and handset antenna gain during the third phase, with the
latter of the two possibly helping to achieve a higher level of quality of
service among users. Furthermore, incorporating clustering techniques
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in the three-phase approach to assign portions of the available spectrum
to FAPs and macrocells may also be considered if the number of FAPs
and macrocells is significantly high and allocation in dedicated channels
may help with minimising both types of interference.
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